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COLORS

RGB

HEX

CMYK

PANTONE

RGB

HEX

CMYK

PANTONE

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

245 60 55 

#F53C37

0 91 82 0

Warm Red C

50 100 210 

#3264D2

0 81 64 0

2386C

40 45 90 

#282D5A

95 90 36 29

2119C

244 243 236 

#F4F3EC

4 3 8 2

9043C*

108 67 188 

#6C43BC

72 83 0 0

2089C

255 238 245 

#FFEEF5

0 8 0 0

705C

230 240 255 

#E6F0FF

15 6 0 0

9401C*

233 222 255 

#E9DEFF

7 12 0 0

9341C*

*Please see Pantone Color Book Pastels & Neons

The Forward Party color pale�e is defined by the use of red, white, and blue. 
The colors should be used in roughly equal proportions across various communications.
A secondary pale�e of purple and lighter primary shades is also available.
The use of shades or tints of the below colors, as well as pure white or black is also acceptable.
Most items can be sent to modern print shops in RGB without CMYK color conversion.



TEXT COLOR ACCESSIBILITY RULES

HIGH CONTRAST - BEST

HIGH CONTRAST - BEST

MEDIUM CONTRAST - OK

MEDIUM CONTRAST - OK

MEDIUM CONTRAST - OK

MEDIUM CONTRAST - OK

NO CONTRAST - OUCH

NO CONTRAST - OUCH

NO CONTRAST - OUCH

NO CONTRAST - OUCH

LOW CONTRAST - BAD

MEDIUM CONTRAST - OK

Text on background colors should have high contrast and readability.
Avoid stacking colors with similar luminance.
Text on light backgrounds should be #282D5A and not black if possible.
Text on dark backgrounds should be #F4F3EC and not white if possible.
Headers with large print can use medium contrast combinations. 



LOGOS - HORIZONTAL
There are four logo variations horizontal, sans wordmark, stacked, and roundel.
Logos can use any primary color combination that follows the color accessibility standards.
All horizontal logos on printed media must meet or exceed .25” (6.35mm) in total height for readability.
Logos must maintain their original aspect ratio, be clear and readable, and without noticeable artifacts 
or pixelation.

HORIZONTAL SANS WORDMARK



LOGOS - VERTICAL
Logos can use any primary color combination that follows the color accessibility standards.
All vertical logos on printed media must meet or exceed .75” (19.05mm) in total height for readability.
Logos must maintain their original aspect ratio, be clear and readable, and without noticeable artifacts 
or pixelation.

STACKED ROUNDEL



PHOTOS & ICONOGRAPHY
Photos, graphics, and icons must be cleared before use and a�ributed if necessary during use.
Use of stock images must be fully licensed or completely free for commercial use.
Icons can be Flat, Flat 2.0, Material, or isometric in design using brand colors.

• Link to all available licensed photos.
   h�ps://www.drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0ALY8LWmrEDylUk9PVA 
• Link to all available logo formats.
   h�ps://www.drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1jd2JpalrwC-AX3ZMM0SMCtT-_G7RQdOi



TYPOGRAPHY
Headers should be ATF Franklin Gothic or Libre 
Franklin in Bold or heavier font style in all caps.
Header text should follow all typeface 
accessibility rules as outlined on page 4.

Body typeface is also ATF Franklin Gothic or 
Libre Franklin but must be styled from Light to 
Medium depending on usage. Thin and italic 
se�ings can be used for smaller text such as 
footnotes, a�ributions, and image captions.

Text for headers and body should be le� aligned 
when used together.

A typical print typeface se�ing of 11pt minimum 
to 18pt maximum for large blocks of text should 
be observed. Do not hyphenate paragraph text 
always start a new line.

Body text should be clear and concise without 
visible degradation or pixelation.

Limit multi-line paragraphs to 70-85 characters 
per line if possible and maintain leading of 1.25x 
font height for accessibility.

HEADER
HEADER
HEADER
HEADER

Example of Thin body text set in 
Franklin Gothic.

Example of Extra Light body text 
set in Franklin Gothic.

Example of Light body text set in 
Franklin Gothic 

Example of Regular body text set 
in Franklin Gothic.

Example of Medium body text set 
in Franklin Gothic.



WEB CONSIDERATIONS 

ACCESSIBILITY
• Follow WCAG 2 standards. 
   h�ps://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/
• Strive to meet a level A compliance, AA compliance is preferred when possible.

GOOD CODE
• Follow W3’s guidelines for proper HTML5/CSS3 language where applicable.
• Use content tags and semantic elements properly.   
   h�ps://www.w3schools.com/html/html5_semantic_elements.asp

USABILITY
• When applicable test usability.
   h�ps://methods.18f.gov/validate/usability-testing/

GRAPHICS AND ICONS
• Use SVG format for graphics and icons with raster (PNG, JPG, or GIF) fallback for   
   crispness on high PPI display support.
   h�ps://www.w3schools.com/graphics/svg_intro.asp 

 

https://methods.18f.gov/validate/usability-testing/

